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Abstract: Liver volumetric analysis has become a significant means in medical 

practice. Volume of the liver is mainly calculated by organ segmentation of Magnetic 

Resonance Image (MRI) and Computed Tomography (CT) images. The purpose of this 

article is to deliver an open summary of liver division for radiotherapists and additional 

health care experts. By means of MRI and CT images, this article surveys signals for 

liver segmentation. This paper also deals with the technical methods used in computer 

program for segmentation along with the evolving part of liver segmenting in medical 

procedures. Liver division for volume evaluation is specified before a major 

hepatectomy, portal vein embolization, Associating liver partition and portal vein 

ligation for staged hepatectomy(ALPPS) and transplantation. Segmentation software 

can be classified into manual, semi-automated and fully automated based on the 

quantity of operator input. Segmentation done manually is measured as the 

goldenbenchmark in medical procedure and study, but is tiresome and takes a lot of 

time. Although highly automated methods for segmentation are reliable, they may have 

some segmentation drawbacks. New methods for segmentation comprise combination 

of operation arrangement and MRI-dependent biomarkers. Liver division is widely used 

in medical operations and has a wide range of developing opportunities. Medical 

officials can have better results in their medical practice for volumetric measurements 

by using semi-automatic or fully automatic segmentation methods. Depending on the 

techniques used with CT and MRI images accuracy of 90-92%, 91-96%, 95-98% are 

observed in manual, semi-automated and fully automated segmentation respectively. 

Keywords:Liver segmentation; Liver volumetry; Computed tomography; MRI image. 

1 Introduction 

 Segmentation mentions the procedure of isolating an organ of concentration, usually on multi-planar MRI or CT, for 

volumetric or structural analysis. Due to its extremely different shape and the location of being almost in between many 

organs the segmentation of the liver has been a difficult task. The liver is also vulnerable to a variety of pathologies that 

can change its compactness, signal strength, or alter its construction. Liver fat, iron deposition, fibrosis, and tumors are 

major illustrations for the above-mentionedchanges. Even though from many years physical inspection methods available 

are playing a major role to determine liver size [1], unpredictability in liver size of different persons restricts the capability 

to recognize abnormalities. Even the livers which have identical cranial-caudal length can have significantly diverse 

volumes. The usual liver volume can be premeditated depending on person’s physical structure or body weight using the 

mathematical expression given by Vauthey et al. [2]. Yet, the mathematical expressions used are restricted by demographic 

data from different persons and moderate connections to liver sizes considered using further cutting-edge procedures of 

volumetric measurements [3]. Now-a-days assessing liver volume has been highly precise due to the use of new methods 

emerging in the imaging technology. At present by using MRI and CT images we can easily consider the volume of the 

liver. Due to the parameters like sophisticated accessibility, advanced spatial resolution, consistency, and minimal time for 

data procurement, CT images are widely used [4-7]. In contrast, MRI provides several distinct mechanisms with the 

capability to calculate vascular and bile duct composition along with parenchymal pathology [8]. The fear of coming in 

contact to radiation and danger of nephrotoxicity can be reduced by using MRI [8]. Liver segmentation has become the 

ideal method of liver volume measurement. Liver segmentation includes forming numerous segments to detect voxels from 

the liver parenchyma on MRI or CT image. Depending on the input provided by the person, several methods are derived 

for the process of segmentation each with unique benefits and drawbacks. The purpose of this article is to suggest medical 

experts with a reachable tutorial on liver segmentation. We will start by discussing about the main signs for carrying out 

liver segmentation for volumetric purposes and then different segmentation methods accessible and at last new medical 

practices of segmenting liver. 
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2 Liver VolumetryIndications 

2.1Future Liver Volume Before aMajor Hepatectomy 

As per the Quinot classification multiple resection segments specify the liver volume of individuals who experience 

large scale liver resection [9-10]. Mainly liver reapportions are done to handle major liver cancers, benign tumors, liver 

metastases, or certain neoplasms [11]. Abscesses in the liver or the biliary tract can be handled by using the liver 

reapportion. From past few years the amount of liver resections is rapidly growing as the understanding of the resection has 

widely improved as shown in Fig.2 [12,13]. Among the liver resections up to 3/4
th 

of the operations is done on the right 

hepatic as it is the highly effected section of the liver [14, 15]. For individuals that are going to have a liver resection 

whether they have a liver problem or not the hepatic size calculation is a very important and beneficial medical means [14, 

16]. Total liver volume (TLV) and future liver residue (FLR) are estimated as it defines how much liver will stay healthy 

after resection. FLR measurements have been demonstrated to be a sign of both postoperative liver capacity and clinical 

result. It is additionally one of only a handful of exceptional indicators of liver brokenness after medical procedure [14]. In 

individuals with typical liver, the FLR/TLV proportion ought to be more than 20%. In individuals with average hepatic 

deficiency, this proportion ought to be more than 30%. At long last, in individuals with cirrhosis or fibrosis, the 

relationship ought to be more than 40% (Fig. 1) [17]. Average liver infection is characterized as hepatic steatosis after 

broad chemotherapy. Different fundamental chemotherapeutic regimens straightforwardly actuate hepatic steatosis and 

sinusoidal obstructive condition, prompting fatty liver parenchyma [1]. The pathology level of liver might be connected 

with differentindividual-explicit variables, like corpulence, diabetes, and the existence of metabolic condition [2]. These 

elements may likewise influence an individual's capacity to bear a medical procedure. Subsequently, the above limits ought 

to be thought of as fairly adaptable. In light of the above models, individuals who are not qualified for liver resection are at 

expanded hazard of liver brokenness after medical procedure and might be qualified for preoperative portal vein 

embolization (PVE). 

 
Figure 1:Changeability in the shape and size of the liver. Livers of various shape and Volume might be ofcomparative 

cranial-caudal length as shown bythese models from three unique patients. This perception featuresthe limitation to 

determining a one-layered proportion of length as a substitute component for volume of liver. 

 

Figure 2: Major hepatectomy forms where surgical resections are arranged for white segments. a. Complete right 

hepatectomy. b. Extended right hepatectomy. c. Complete left hepatectomy. d. Extended left hepatectomy. 
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2.2 Portal Vein Embolization (PVE) 

 Portal vein embolization (PVE) is executed by an expert radiologist before a significant hepatectomy to boost HRV 

reasonability. The utilization of PVE brings about embolization of the entryway veins taking care of the liver fragments 

that are taken out during liver resection. This adds to hepatomegaly and an expansion in anticipated FLR by rearranging 

blood stream to the non-embolic region. Individuals who go through PVE after widened liver resection show further 

developed liver capacity contrasted with the people who have not [2, 16]. PVE is demonstrated in case of a bigger FLR 

volume is expected after hepatectomy for satisfactory postoperative liver capacity. This might be connected with the 

fundamental liver sickness or the degree of resection arranged. People predictablewith a poor FLR/TLV proportion are 

contender for PVE [17]. Liver measurement estimations are typically rehashed 3-4 times a month after PVE to evaluate the 

level of preoperative LPL hypertrophy [16]. Individuals with a standardized FLR of 20% or 5% hypertrophy as of now 

show good results post liver resection [18]. Nevertheless, there is proof that an expansion in liver capacity, estimated with 

99mT-named mebrofenin-HBS by single-photon emanation tomography, may go before an increment in FLR [19]. 

Moreover, the recurrence of hypertrophy is a significant symbol for preoperative planning [20]. This might clarify the 

reason for some individuals that go through liver resection sooner than 3 weeks after PVE. Then again, some medical 

services experts prescribe a holding time of as long as about a month and a half [21]. Details of PVE are in Fig.3. 

 

Figure 3: PVE prior to right hepatectomy. a. Axial improved CT picture of colorectal liver. b. Embolized portal vein 

divisions in sections V to VIII. c. CT picturesubsequently 30 days of right PVE. d. CT picture of individual succeeding 

right hepatectomy. 

2.3 Associating Liver Partition and Portal Vein Ligation for Staged Hepatectomy (ALPPS) 

 Associating liver partition and portal vein ligation for staged hepatectomy (ALPPS) has acquired notoriety in individuals 

having broad and quickly developing bicuspid infection. ALPPS is a two-stage surgery which gives fast and broad FLR 

hypertrophy and diminished hazard of postoperative liver disappointment contrasted with post-PVE hepatectomy [22]. 

Nevertheless, it is likewise connected with expanded perioperative illness and mortality [23]. The initial phase of the 

technique overall evacuation of the growth from the imminent RLF is done trailed by ligation of the hepatic entrance vein 

to eliminate and analyze the liver parenchyma. The veins and bile channels having a place with the piece of the liver to be 

eliminated are held for the engineered work and forestall liver putrefaction as long as a subsequent stage. When adequate 

FLR hypertrophy is accomplished, the intestinal chamber is resumed for step two and the recuperated livers are taken out 

[24]. Liver volume estimations are made preceding each stride of the strategy. ALPPS is shown in view of assessed FLR 

volume. Methodology might be recommended when preoperative volume estimations regularly anticipate inadequate FLR 

related with enormous liver growths as well as existing liver illness Rehash the volumetric estimations before the 
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nd

phaseto guarantee adequate FLR hypertrophy. A standardized FLR of 30% in light of the Voti condition is by and large 

expected prior to continuing to the subsequent stage [22, 25]. 

2.4Pre-Transplant Volumetry 

 As the interest for organ replacement escalates and the accessibility of cadaveric livers diminishes, the act of live liver 

replacement is expanding [26]. Consequently, ways of further developing contributor and beneficiary results are being 

investigated. For instance, in a populace of pediatric beneficiaries, replacement of just the left edgewise part of a living 

grown-up contributor has been demonstrated to be adequate for satisfactory liver capacity in the beneficiary. Nevertheless, 

this doesn't have any significant bearing to the grown-up helping populace [27]. A primer volumetric examination is 

demonstrated to guarantee appropriate intersection size for effective benefactor and beneficiary results. A FLR/TLV 

proportion of 30-40% is prescribed to enhance benefactor endurance [28, 29]. Every proportion of intersection magnitude 

to average beneficiary volume of liver ought to be somewhere around half of the total [30]. Then again, the proportion of 

intersection size to beneficiary body weight ought to be more than 0.8-1.0%. Lacking unions can be practically deficient 

and lead to smaller than normal condition, a dangerous liver misfunctioning that might require re-transplantation [31]. 

Nevertheless, the small disorder is multifactorial and may occur even with satisfactory preoperative volume estimation. On 

account of a benefactor liver right lobe replacement, a problem emerges with respect to incorporating middle hepatic vein 

(MHV) in the benefactor implant. Incorporating MHV through the intersection is essential for satisfactory venous stream in 

the beneficiary, however, it can bring balance to IV portion in the benefactor [32]. For redressing, the MHV is generally 

cut across proximal to the primary IVb section of the hepatic vein which creates preoperative volumetric estimations 

related to vascular evaluation helpful for optimistic individual results. 

3 Segmentation Techniques 

Below are different types of techniques for segmentation like fully-automated segmentation, manual segmentation and 

semi-automated segmentation along with their positives and negatives explained in detail. 

3.1 Manual Segmentation 

Manual segmentation depends vigorously on client cooperation to perform division. Manual division is executed by 

illustrating pixels along the liver line or by discoloration of the liver parenchyma on back-to-back CT or MRI cuts. In the 

wake of recognizing the liver in each segment, decide the volume of the liver utilizing post-processing programming. 

Initial ways to deal with manual division utilized exceptionally straightforward apparatuses like pencils, spline gadgets, or 

brushes. The later manual strategies use calculations to enhance shapes or drawings. Along with this essential degree of 

computerization, these strategies in any case can be viewed as manual. For manual division in light of shapes, hub MR or 

CT pictures used as DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) documents and stacked into post-

processing programming. The picture expert then, at that point, utilizes the cursor to put hubs along the edges of the liver.  

Veins encompassed by parenchyma are incorporated and vessels nearby the liver, for example, the portal vein and 

substandard vena cava, are prohibited. The absolute count of pixels in the limit gives the cross-sectional region for a given 

fragment. The area of each cut is then increased by the thickness of the cut and the subsequent volume is added to acquire 

the absolute volume of the liver. Comparative consideration and prohibition choices are utilized for drawing, however for 

this situation the client moves the parenchyma to choose an area of concentration in the liver [33]. Manual division has 

various impediments. Changeability is presented by the perceptiveness of the liver lines, window level specifications, and 

PC screen specifications [34]. Manual division is likewise tedious and can require as long as an hour and a half for every 

individual [35]. Subsequently, manual division isn't reasonable for serious clinical practice in high-volume conditions. 

Detailed in Fig. 4. 

 
Figure 4: Liver segmented manually. a. Segmenting manually by contouring pixels of the liver line on a CT picture. b.  

Liver volume attained by using slice spacing and pixel size. 
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3.2 Assisted Contouring 

3.2.1 Active Contours 

 On the dynamic layout, the picture expert draws a harsh liver framework using a cursor. These shapes, otherwise 

namedas snakes, are approved utilizing an intelligent procedure that reduces or grows the snake in light of the 

informational collection given by the picture. At last, the way should snap to the external edge of the liver. For ideal 

division, the picture should be appropriately preprocessed and the first shapes should be near the edges of the liver. This 

keeps the procedure from arriving at adjoining organs or dropping to nearby minima. It should be noticed that active 

contouring is the premise of the SliceOmatic® program designed by Tomovision [36]. Detailed in Fig. 5. 

 

Figure 5: Method of active contours. a. Specialist approximately contouring the liver. b. Salient features are used to evolve 

the contours. c. Snapping of the contours to the perfect contour of the liver.  

3.2.2 Livewire 

 Within theLiveWire method, images are deciphered as weighted designs [37]. Pixels are addressed by vertices on the 

chart. Adjoining pixels are associated by the edges of the chart. The expense of interfacing those vertices is communicated 

as the heaviness of the edges. When client taps on the limit to make the seed point then the most minimized expense way 

workable for any remaining places in the picture is determined. The client then, at that point, chooses another endpoint 

called freepoint. The liver line then, at that point, goes about as a live wire interfacing the beginning to a free point by 

means of a way along the liver edge at insignificant expense. The 2D LiveWire innovation is the premise of the product 

HepaVision® [7, 13] created by MeVisLab. Detailed in Fig. 6. 

 

Figure 6: Livewire method. a. Seed point is set at the edge of the liver by the user. b.The edge acts as a livewire when the 

pointer is shiftedlinking the seed points. c. Free point is moved to the liver edgeby creating a minimizedexpenseway. 

3.2.3Shape Interpolation 

 Shape interpolation lets a whole three-dimensional (3D) shape interpolated by the user while following a set sum of 

forms. This diminishes the quantity of pictures that should be changed over into various key components. This strategy can 

be joined with a LiveWire way to deal with further advance each added form. This optional shaping interaction fills in as 

the reason for the 3D Deformable Model. 

3.2.4Assisted In-painting: Smartpaint 

 SmartPaint utilizes the brush paradigm. The client sees the liver parenchyma and the calculation specifically adheres to 
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specific regions while keeping away from others. Distinguishes the basic voxel as having a place with an item or 

foundation. Fragments update continuously, giving prompt criticism to clients who update the division. Likewise with the 

secondary form procedure, the volume of the organ can be determined thinking about all voxels having a place with the 

liver [33]. 

3.3 Semi-automated Segmentation 

 The semi-automated division technique requires rough client introduction. The procedure then, at that point, gives the 

majority of the streamlining. These procedures are regularly founded on a mix of connections. Models are intensity-based 

strategies and graph cutting. 

3.3.1 Intensity-based Techniques 

 Intensity based approaches arrange pixels and adjoining pixels as per concentration or appearance. For instance, seed 

locale development is an intensity-based method where the client places seeds in liver parenchyma [38]. Then pixels are 

blended continuously until the force matches the power previously showed. Accordingly, the intensity-based technique is 

appropriate for homogeneous livers. In any case, because of the absence of shape control, power-based procedures can 

bring about defective seed regions or rough edges. This is particularly risky for liver patients who might require huge client 

collaboration to accomplish the ideal outcomes. Intensity-based techniques are not reasonable for hepatic MI division 

because of the more prominent heterogeneity of the parenchyma while utilizing this strategy [39]. 

3.3.2 Graph-cut 

 In the graph cut procedure, the client generally draws a frontal area pixel (liver) and a foundation pixel (the construction 

over the liver). Cutting is performed to isolate the closer view and foundation districts from the more homogeneous locales 

in light of outline investigation and improvement. This detaches the liver from this section for volumetric estimations [40]. 

GC also allows for interactive editing of the segmentation result, making it a desirable tool for clinical applications. 

3.4 Fully Automated Segmentation 

 Fully automated segmentation procedures do not need any user input on typical data sets. However, in pathological or 

unusual cases, manual adjustment may be essential. 

3.4.1 Statistical Shape Models (SSMs) 

 

Figure 7: Statistical shape model.To limit segmentation to a particular permissible liver shape, a database is collected in 

which every liver shape is given by certain parameters known as modes of variation. SSM enforce hard restriction on 

segmentation outcome by mixing previous shape. 

Statistical shape models (SSM) utilize deduced entire shapes to generate fragments that don't veer off from the stable state 

of the liver. This prompt serious limitations in liver morphology from which the partitioned liver can't evade, avoiding 

leakage from the division. The principal concentrates on using a solitary worldwide configuration that was already present 

[41]. In any case, this had restricted adaptability given the changeability in liver structure among individuals. SSM spreads 
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the scope of adequate liver structures [42]. In this methodology, the symbolism is utilized to change a defined surface cross 

section into a substantial shape. Commonly around 30 structures are utilized to make a dataset. SSM provides benefits over 

the division methods examined above because of the exact demonstrating of shape changes that can be utilized to control 

the state of the liver. This strategy can create precise division nonetheless signal commotion and stays solid regardless of 

the liver's closeness to comparative tissues (Fig. 7) [43]. In any case, SSM needs 30-75 portioned liver structures to 

produce a preparation informational collection from which fundamental structure changes are determined. Additionally, in 

the event that the state of an individual's liver isn't satisfactorily addressed in the preparation information, the subsequent 

model can be excessively prohibitive. This can restrict the utilization of the liver after pathology or medical procedure. 

3.4.2 3-D Deformable Models 

 The 3D surface cross section of the livers can be repeatedly distorted to adjust the edges of the liver by adding the 

surface among numerous scanty forms. This technique depends on the structure introduction portrayed in the manual 

division segment. A matching component relating to the liver boundary is recognized for every vertex of the lattice 

produced from the individual’s informational index. This lattice can then be exposed to an unbending enlistment conspire 

[44] that misshapes its structure to the liver boundary though keeping a smooth surface [35,45]. With cautious planning, 

you can begin the cycle with a straightforward ball. Changeable models can likewise be fabricated totally autonomously of 

client input. 

3.4.3 Pixel Classification Approaches 

 Different division methods utilize quantitative values of picture surfaces to prepare characterization calculations. Models 

are Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [46] and Random Forests [47]. Nonetheless these highlights are highly oppressive 

than intensity-based strategies, thesemay prompt coarse division and spillage. As of late, convolutional neural networks are 

anticipated for liver division by inspecting quantitative values in place of creating them physically. This technique 

empowered division of heterogeneous livers acquired from 100’s utilizing various scanners and conventions [48]. 

3.4.4 Advanced Segmentation Techniques 

 The division procedures introduced above are seldom utilized alone. Advanced segmentation methodologies regularly 

consolidate various division procedures. For instance, pixel arrangement may be joined in company of the graph cut 

advancement, SSM [47] or probabilistic methods [49, 50] for vigorous programmed division. SSM can likewise be utilized 

as a vigorous introduction stage in mix with 3D deformity methods to more readily clarify the regular hepatic-hepatic 

heterogeneity [51]. 

4 Summary 

 A detailed sketch of the pros and cons of several liver segmentingmethods are listed in the Tab. 1. 

Table 1: Advantages and limits of various segmentation methods. 

 

Technical Approach 

 

Complexity of 

Implementation 

 

Reproducibility 

 

Interactivity 

 

Robustness 

 

Time 

 

 

2D 

and 

3D 

 

User Initialized 

and Semi-

automated 

 
↑ 

 
↑ 

 
↓ 

 
↓ 

 
↓ 

 

Fully Automated 

Segmentation 

 
↑↑ 

 
↑↑ 

 
↓↓ 

 
↓↓ 

 
↓↓ 

 

 

 

2D 

 

Manual 

Segmentation 

 
↓↓ 

 
↑ 

 
↑↑ 

 
↑ 

 
↑↑ 

 

Manual with 

Assisted 

Contouring 

 
↓ 

 
↑↑ 

 
↑ 

 
↑↑ 

 
↑ 

Note: Blue and yellow cells indicate desirable features and limits respectively.Singleand double arrows 

showinsignificantand significant characteristics respectively. The direction denotesincrement or decrementof the variable. 
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5 Conclusion 

For liver segmentation to be done liver volumetryis a basic procedure. As liver volumetry gives the ground level planning 

for the segmentation of liver. There are different techniques used for the liver segmentation and the variations for every 

technique are detailed in Table 1 which gives a clear view of which segmentation techniques are much robust in the 

practical application depending upon the patient’s condition. There is a huge scope of focusing the light on the pitfalls that 

are associated in the segmentation procedure, 3D modelling incorporation for the medical decision making and combining 

liver volumetry with MRI depended biomarkers. 
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